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Asunder

Asunder was created as a WW1 centenary arts commission funded by 14–18 NOW

Imperial War Museum, London. The aim of this feature-length poetic documentary was

to fuse archive film, contemporary footage and an original score, in order to create a

multi-textured work with a unique look at untold social histories of the North East of

England.

During the research period of making the film, artist filmmaker Esther Johnson aimed

to uncover hidden social histories to thereby give prominence to stories that may not

have been given space in the history books. There was a focus on revealing stories of

WW1 that are not so well documented – moments of magic during the horror, attempts

at finding normality in abnormal circumstances – to find a new way of understanding

the war. In researching rarely seen films from the war years, Johnson wanted to find

footage that you might not expect – shots showing the friendships forged between

young soldiers play-fighting and tending farm animals; a soldier at Christmas

attempting to kiss a girl under the mistletoe; animations of zeppelins, a

man-in-the-moon; and footage from a different point-of-view, be it from the front of a

tank or from an airship. The abundance of archive films researched for Asunder, allowed

the artist to creatively collage the material alongside newly shot footage showing

locations in the North East as they exist now. The poetic nature of this footage

assemblage, mixed with an original score by Field Music and Warm Digits, bring the

period of 1914–18 to life in sometimes surprising ways.

The narration for the film, voiced by journalist Kate Adie, with actor Alun Armstrong as

the voice of the Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping Gazette, is woven together from

existing oral testimonies, diary entries, letters. memoirs and material from 1914–18

newspapers.

http://asunder1916.uk
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